
«Chaque homme porte en lui un monde composé de tout ce qu’il a vu et aimé, et ou il rentre sans cesse, alors même

qu’il parcourt et semble habiter un monde étranger».

Fr. R. de Chateubriand,   «Voyage en Italie».

«Every man carries inside him a compound world of all he has seen and all he has loved and to which he returns

intermittently, the moment when he seems to frequent and inhabit an alien world».

Fr.R. Chateaubriand,   «Voyage to Italy»

I have looked through many photography books with images of distant and inaccessible lands. In these works,

capturing the impression of the original discovery becomes a priority, since the journey becomes a new profession

and a new religion. The innumerable adventures and details of these long itineraries assume the representation of

valuable and unique incidents, which prevent the viewer from appreciating their value as testimonies.  

Anni Zavitzanou travels through photography or takes photos through her travelling. 

Her pictures are a valuable conservatory of memories. They stand as narratives of sentiments, rather than

impressions. Her discovery extends over both breadth and depth. Her art bridges sentiments with travels and

memories, the inner world with the alien reality. 

By this way, transition from one to the other world is being achieved, landscape and man are being brought together



and their shared mentality is being revealed. Indigenous people with embellished costumes, fishermen bearing ancestral

statuettes in their nets, Brazilian musicians and charming Indian women, women as food-providers and children,

especially children with their eudemonic smiles looking straight at the photographers lens transmit feelings of comradery

into a charming world; this is the artist’s inner world, which lies deep inside her and with which she manages to connect

at her behest.  The recurrent iconography of - ancestral narratives, apotropaic masks, head-hunters, Dionysian carnivals

adjoined with African music, witchcraft, animal sacrifices used as remedy against the fear of death - have found

expression through the techniques of engraving and mosaic and reflect the artist’s endoscopic journey. 

The artist creates a fantasy world, whereby men, houses and animals rendered in unconventional dimensions whirl

upwards, in their appeal towards divinity and the heavens. 

Could it be divinity or the sense of allegiance amongst human beings that is in her mind? Could it be the emotional

reciprocity or the return and the search for our ancestors that emanate from her work? Some of her artworks

–engravings and mosaics– can be best described as eclectic affinities. 

Mosaics made of travel, dream, smell and feelings tesserae. 

Memories assumed in the form of art are rescued from oblivion and construe a concrete world. Colour

combinations are retrieved from her journeys and especially, from her inner world. The rendering of the landscape in

her drawings bears the seal of her idiosyncratic style; the aura of her artwork, as reflective of her emotions generates

feelings of comradery, gratefulness and love which are then imprinted in her engravings and mosaics.
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